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Turkey and its disputes market in focus:
Bridge over troubled water
SHANA TING LIPTON 01 JUNE, 2016

Shana Ting Lipton assesses the state of Turkey’s market for commercial dispute
resolution, as foreign investors balance regional risks and opportunities, while
an assertive government returns to parliamentary power, determined to
safeguard its vision for the nation and its people.

Turkey has arguably been clinging to the mantle of stability in an otherwise turbulent region.
Yet, these days, troubling news headlines betray the country’s economic slowdown – a perfect
storm of fallout from Islamic terrorism, currency decline and, according to some critics, the
consequences of over-zealous government intervention.

As a Western European gateway territory with an exponentially growing Syrian refugee crisis
at its doorstep, and an increasingly tense relationship with Russia, Turkey’s traditional
position as a regional centre of calm, with significant financial growth potential in the eyes of
foreign investors, is unclear.

THE WEATHER BY THE BOSPHORUS

However, the contentious legal services market may be the ‘bright spot’ in an otherwise
concerning ‘weather report’. Developments, such as the establishment of a new arbitration
centre, as well as what some see as a commitment by the government to tackle financial and
judicial corruption and bribery, are laying the groundwork for better times.

Perhaps most saliently, practitioners have found themselves on the disputes-rich side of an
earlier investment cycle.

“Business has slowed down considerably, the effect of which actually is that the number of
litigations has increased seriously,” says Orçun Çetinkaya, partner at Moroğlu Arseven
in Istanbul. “We receive litigation-related enquiries, meetings and requests more frequently
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than ever,” he adds.

As companies go bankrupt, he is fielding enquiries for staying bankruptcies as well as claims
for damages, compensation and receivables.

Umut Kolcuoğlu, managing partner at Kolcuoğlu Demirkan Koçaklı (KDK) in Istanbul
says: “We are seeing [many] disputes arising from partnerships. Most of the disputes we are
seeing are [mergers and acquisitions]-related corporate disputes.” He explains that the
majority of them, in which foreign parties are involved, are dealt with in arbitration.

Yalin Akmenek, head of arbitration and litigation at the Istanbul law firm that works in
association with US law firm White & Case – the first foreign law firm to establish a
presence in Turkey 30 years ago –  on matters of Turkish law, envisages the continued rise of
M&A-related disputes. He attributes this to Turkey’s so-called gold rush – a period between
2004 and 2014 when foreign investors were eager to obtain a stake in the country’s
industries.

“The number of share purchase agreements and shareholder agreements that were signed,
more than the number that were signed in the previous century, were signed in a rush,” he
says. This wave of bullish and perhaps not carefully planned investments has led to the
current M&A disputes spurt.

Equally, says Cem Usten, an associate solicitor at Shakespeare Martineau in London,
M&A work which had been “booming” for law firms in Turkey in the last decade, has “just not
been growing with the same pace since 2013, with the overall volume of transactions between
2013 and 2015 levelling compared to the growth of activity in the past decade”.

The influx of larger foreign law firms into Turkey peaked between 2010 and 2014. These firms
had traditionally put significant resources into M&A and corporate work. This initially put
independent local firms focusing on such areas at a serious disadvantage (unless they had
partnered up with the foreign firms with a presence in Turkey) and the smaller firms were hit
by this move even harder.

Eventually, so were the foreign firms. “Foreign firms rarely have any disputes work, especially
any local disputes work,” says Kolcuoğlu. His firm, KDK, is one of the Turkish firms to make
the biggest investment in its disputes practice; committing one quarter of its boots on the
ground to contentious work.

“[The foreign firms] couldn’t reach the levels of profitability and turnover that they were
hoping for from the Turkish market,” says Çetinkaya, explaining that some ended
relationships with their Turkish partners or decided to close up shop entirely in Turkey.

In contrast, local Turkish firms who had bolstered their disputes practices have enjoyed
success and the favour of chief executives and business owners who seem to prefer them to
their international competitors, based on, among other factors, their reputable practitioners
and smaller and/or more accessible teams of lawyers.

THE LURE OF ARBITRATION

One practice area that holds promise for foreign firms is international arbitration. Çetinkaya
believes foreign practitioners have great expertise in this realm, and that they are well-
positioned to profit from arbitration-suitable mid- to large-sized commercial disputes related
to energy and construction.
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Such commercial arbitrations, involving a Turkish party, are often conducted under the
International Chamber of Commerce International Court of Arbitration (ICC)
rules, with the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) being increasingly
chosen. Akmenek notes that over 80% of arbitrations requested by his clients end up at the
ICC; and over 10% go to the LCIA. Geneva, Vienna, London and Paris remain popular seats of
arbitration. Çetinkaya sees investment arbitration, brought before the International
Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) or the ICC, as another possible
growth area for such firms.

So where does this leave the newly minted Istanbul Arbitration Centre (ISTAC) which
was established last year? Practitioners generally regard its conception as a positive
development, although some are sceptical as to how readily clients may elect to have their
disputes resolved there, at least in its early stages.

The Turkish government’s strong public support of the Centre may prompt incredulity from
some quarters. “It might give the impression that it is another arm of the government for
dispute resolution and this time in the form of an institutional alternative dispute resolution
centre,” says Çetinkaya. However, he underscores its reasonable fees and is hopeful that with
high-quality services on offer it may well motivate Turkish parties to resolve their disputes
there.

One local practitioner, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said that in the mid-term future
he sees ISTAC as a potential seat of arbitration for disputes connected to lower profile deals.
Then, if it can prove itself solidly with regard to those matters, he added, it had the potential
to be a very good venue for large disputes as well.

Can Yeginsu, a barrister at 4 New Square in London, says: “ISTAC faces very stiff
competition.” The rise in regionalism in the arbitration field, he says, means that Istanbul is
not only up against ‘old world’ centres such as London or Paris or the newer standard-setting
entrants (such as Hong Kong and Singapore) but also brand-new entrants that are very well-
organised; for example, Mauritius, which has links to the LCIA, and will host the 2016 ICCA
conference in May 2016.

Similarly, Kolcuoğlu  believes it will take time for clients to benefit from ISTAC, maintaining
that although “it is important for the legal market in Turkey and Istanbul” the success of this
“work in progress” will also hinge on the Turkish legal environment as a whole. A reputable
Turkish political and legal system and the reliability of the courts will accordingly benefit
ISTAC.

THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW

Although Turkey is a signatory to the New York Convention, there have been rumblings about
Turkish courts taking a broader view of the ‘public policy’ exception and a refusal to enforce
arbitral awards. “This is an issue of consistency or, I should say, perceived inconsistency,”
says Yeginsu, “few international parties currently have the requisite degree of confidence in
the higher courts when it comes to recognition and enforcement”.

However, counters Akmenek: “We are going through a more enforcement-friendly regime,”
explaining that the refusal to recognise arbitral awards has not, for the past decade, been as
big of an issue as it had been in the early 2000s.

Although the pitch for Turkey as a disputes resolution hub has understandably been centred
on arbitration rather than litigation, one practitioner from a foreign firm who asked that his
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name be withheld, said that the win ratio in Turkish courts had been good for the firm’s
foreign clients; around 90%.

He said this demonstrated that despite the perception many may have, Turkish courts are not
that corrupt or necessarily biased against one side or the other. Such developments are
positive but other off-the-books practices among some Turkish lawyers, such as allegedly
courting clients for money to facilitate bribes and ultimately pocketing them, continue to an
extent.

A February 2015 feature published by The Economist, for example, also expressed some
concern about the increasing creation of a ‘deep state’, influencing Turkish institutions, and
signalled some investor concerns over the rule of law, concerns that the Turkish government
is eager to rebut; nonetheless, those investor concerns remain.

In the financial realm, Turkish criminal judges, as well as prosecutors, are also more widely
interpreting financial crime chapters of the Turkish Criminal Code, paving the way towards
fraud, bribery, forgery or criminal fraud investigations. Such probes ultimately lead to the
representatives of the companies involved, as Turkey does not recognise the criminal
responsibility of legal entities.

Nevertheless, Turkey’s rating was down in the 2015 Corruption Perceptions survey published
by Transparency International – which examines countries’ perceived levels of public sector
corruption on a scale of 0 (highly corrupt) to 100 (very clean). It slipped from a score of 50 (in
2013) to 42 in 2015.

It remains to be seen whether Prime Minister Davutoğlu’s tour of London, Davos and Berlin
in January will have had any impact on that perception on the part of foreign investors or will
have assuaged concerns over political turbulence regarding Turkey’s Kurdish minority, and
the Syrian refugee crisis; albeit Turkey has been bolstered by considerable European aid and
political support.

A look at past and present investments may offer insight into imminent and future potential
disputes. Yeginsu notes that the last five years have seen Turkish parties, in particular
contractors, in substantial investment arbitrations against various Central Asian republics.

He says: “One has to follow the investment cycle to see that a number of African states and
Russia may well come into focus. Let us not forget the significant investments by Turkish
companies into Northern Iraq.”

In the same vein, some practitioners logically see the free-flowing trade between Russia and
Turkey, the latter’s investment into Russia and concomitant tensions between the two as a
recipe for future disputes.

“Wherever Russia is putting through a pipeline, effectively where money is flowing into a
country and resulting in construction, from my perspective that will be something you’ll get
litigation from,” says Wasif Mahmood, legal director of Shakespeare Martineau.
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